2021 NCAA Division I Men's Tennis Championship
Event: Doubles Championship

Round of 32
May 24

1 Tim Sandkaulen/Finn Reynolds, Ole Miss
Henri Squire/Eduardo Nava, Wake Forest
Siim Troost/Vlad Lobak, Minnesota
Victor Chava/Jim Hendrix, Samford

5-8 Trent Bryde/Tyler Zink, Georgia
Sumit Sarkar/Conrad Russell, Rice
Guy Den Ouden/Adrian Oetzbach, Pepperdine
Sam Riffice/Duarte Vale, Florida

4 Alastair Gray/Luc Fomba, TCU
Florian Broska/Gregor Ramskogler, Mississippi State
Riley Smith/Daniel Cukierman, Southern California
Juan Carlos Aguilar/Bjorn Thomson, Texas A&M

5-8 Cesar Bourgeois/Gabriel Diallo, Kentucky
Tristan McCormick/Axel Nehve, Notre Dame
Jordan Chrysostom/Ryan Fishback, Virginia Tech
Finn Murgett/Tad Maclean, Auburn

Lol Closs/Clément Marzol, South Alabama
Johannes Ingildsen/Will Grant, Florida
Patrick Kaukovalta/Riccardo Roberto, Alabama

5-8 Trey Hilderbrand/Bogdan Pavel, UCF
Marcus McDaniel/Andres Martin, Georgia Tech
Daniel Rodrigues/Connor Thomson, South Carolina
Sean Sculley/Garrett Johns, Duke

3 Adam Walton/Pat Harper, Tennessee
David Stevenson/Oscar Cutting, Memphis
Emile Hudd/Matej Vocel, Oklahoma St.
Harish Stewart/Ewan Moore, Tulane

5-8 Sven Lah/Constantin Frantzen, Baylor
Siem Woldeab/Eliot Spizzirri, Texas
Rithvik Bollipalli/Jacob Wójcik, South Fla.
Will Davies/Oliver Okonkwo, Iowa

2 William Blumberg/Brian Cernoch, North Carolina

Round of 16
May 25

Quarterfinals
May 26

Semifinals
May 27

Championship
May 28

USTA National Campus
Orlando, Florida
University of Central Florida,
Greater Orlando Sports Commission, hosts

All times are Eastern time.
Information subject to change.
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